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Linguistic Project: ProcessesLinguistic Project: Processes
recordingrecording: media (audio, video, image) and text: media (audio, video, image) and text
capturecapture: the encoding and transfer of an analogue : the encoding and transfer of an analogue 
recording (as on a cassette or reelrecording (as on a cassette or reel--toto--reel tape) or reel tape) or 
text written on paper to the digital domain as a text written on paper to the digital domain as a 
computer filecomputer file
analysisanalysis: transcription, translation, annotation, and : transcription, translation, annotation, and 
notation of metadatanotation of metadata
archivingarchiving: creating archived objects, and assigning : creating archived objects, and assigning 
access and usage rightsaccess and usage rights
mobilizationmobilization: publication and distribution of the : publication and distribution of the 
material in various formsmaterial in various forms

Fieldwork: Things to be NotedFieldwork: Things to be Noted--II

NeverNever record in a compressed format (e.g. record in a compressed format (e.g. 
MP3)MP3)
NeverNever record direct to computer hardrecord direct to computer hard--disk.disk.
--Such techniques risk irrecoverable data loss.Such techniques risk irrecoverable data loss.

Make note ofMake note of abbreviationsabbreviations andand symbolssymbols
used in the front of the notebook.used in the front of the notebook.

Start each section of notes with Start each section of notes with the the datedate, , 
timetime andand placeplace, , andand speakerspeaker..

Fieldwork: Things to be NotedFieldwork: Things to be Noted--IIII
Fieldnotes should be written in Fieldnotes should be written in ballball--point penpoint pen ((notnot
pencil and pencil and notnot washable ink!).washable ink!).
----BallBall--point penspoint pens seem to be more durableseem to be more durable——they they 
are smudgeare smudge--proofproof (cf. (cf. InkInk will bleed when the paper will bleed when the paper 
gets wet; gets wet; pencilpencil does smudge if you are carrying your does smudge if you are carrying your 
notebook around a lot and the pages rub against notebook around a lot and the pages rub against 
each other).each other).

Write on Write on one sideone side of the page of the page onlyonly.  .  
----Use the other side for notes, later corrections, and Use the other side for notes, later corrections, and 
crosscross--references.references.

Do notDo not write on write on every lineevery line..
----If you cross things out or write glosses above words If you cross things out or write glosses above words 
in your notes,  you will in your notes,  you will notnot want to write on every line.want to write on every line.

Fieldwork: Things to be NotedFieldwork: Things to be Noted--IIIIII
Make sure thatMake sure that pieces of paper are pieces of paper are notnot lostlost..
---- AvoidAvoid the temptation of the temptation of writing vocabulary writing vocabulary 
items on the backs of envelopesitems on the backs of envelopes, or at the very , or at the very 
least least stick the envelope into a notebookstick the envelope into a notebook or or copy copy 
the information to your fieldnotesthe information to your fieldnotes as soon as as soon as 
possiblepossible..

Always useAlways use a notebook with a bindinga notebook with a binding::
(a) (a) a a hardbackhardback notebooknotebook: durable and stable : durable and stable 
binding, but quite heavybinding, but quite heavy
(b) (b) a a spiral boundspiral bound (A5 100(A5 100--page) page) notebooknotebook with with 
cardboard or plastic coverscardboard or plastic covers: easily balanced on : easily balanced on 
oneone’’s knee and not too heavys knee and not too heavy

Fieldwork: Things to be NotedFieldwork: Things to be Noted--IVIV
Go over your notes after the sessionGo over your notes after the session andand add add 
anything that you remember from the session anything that you remember from the session 
that isnthat isn’’t in the notes t in the notes andand annotate your annotate your 
fieldnotes fieldnotes for hypotheses about the datafor hypotheses about the data,,
questions, comments, and notes on crossquestions, comments, and notes on cross--
referencingreferencing. . 
---- UUse se highlightershighlighters or or postpost--it notesit notes and and page markerspage markers
(although bear in mind that highlighters aren(although bear in mind that highlighters aren’’t very t very archivallyarchivally
friendly) or friendly) or different colored pensdifferent colored pens (but that information will be (but that information will be 
lost when you photocopy your notes) lost when you photocopy your notes) 
---- Tag comments in your database electronicallyTag comments in your database electronically (this is (this is 
preferable).preferable).
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Fieldwork: Things to be NotedFieldwork: Things to be Noted--VV
At the very least you will want to At the very least you will want to organize your organize your 
datadata so that you can find things in it later on.so that you can find things in it later on.
Therefore, it is worth investing some time and Therefore, it is worth investing some time and 
thought in thought in how you organize your fieldnoteshow you organize your fieldnotes. . 
---- DonDon’’tt rely on your memoryrely on your memory; you won; you won’’t remember t remember 
whatwhat’’s in which recording in six months, or what a s in which recording in six months, or what a 
particular question meant.  Did it mean that the particular question meant.  Did it mean that the 
gloss is suspicious, or that you arengloss is suspicious, or that you aren’’t quite sure of t quite sure of 
the transcription, or that you want to check that the the transcription, or that you want to check that the 
word is in your main database? word is in your main database? 
---- The media should be The media should be durabledurable.. It would be a It would be a 
disaster if you lost everything because someone disaster if you lost everything because someone 
spilt a drink on your laptop, or you lose the piece of spilt a drink on your laptop, or you lose the piece of 
paper with your coding system. paper with your coding system. 

Make a BackupMake a Backup--II
Make Make backup copiesbackup copies of your recordings of your recordings as soon as soon 
as possibleas possible..
----This goes for This goes for audio recordingsaudio recordings and and any other filesany other files
(e.g. (e.g. your databaseyour database where you keep all the where you keep all the 
information about what is in which recording). information about what is in which recording). 

Make sure that the backup workedMake sure that the backup worked (i.e. that the (i.e. that the 
copy did copy did notnot become corrupted).  become corrupted).  

NeverNever directly edit your directly edit your originaloriginal recordings.recordings.
----You could accidentally delete part of the recording, You could accidentally delete part of the recording, 
or resample it, or a file could become corrupted. or resample it, or a file could become corrupted. 

Make a BackupMake a Backup--IIII
As soon as the media is recorded, As soon as the media is recorded, make sure make sure 
you you cannotcannot accidentally write over itaccidentally write over it..

When transferring files, When transferring files, make sure that you make sure that you 
always know always know which folder is the which folder is the originaloriginal
versionversion and and which is the which is the updatedupdated versionversion. . 

Make sure you haveMake sure you have audition sheetsaudition sheets for the for the 
recordings you have maderecordings you have made andand thatthat your your 
recordings are labeled in an recordings are labeled in an informativeinformative
wayway. . 

Make a BackupMake a Backup--IIIIII
There are several ways of backing up your There are several ways of backing up your 
recordings and files.  recordings and files.  At least At least twotwo different different 
backups (stored in different places) are backups (stored in different places) are 
recommended.recommended.

---- Portable hard drivesPortable hard drives are not very expensive. are not very expensive. 

---- Data DVDsData DVDs are an efficient way of backing up large are an efficient way of backing up large 
amounts of sound data.  amounts of sound data.  

---- CDsCDs are also good. are also good. 

Make a BackupMake a Backup--IVIV
How often should you make backups of How often should you make backups of 
your data?your data?

---- Back up your transcription files Back up your transcription files each dayeach day in the in the 
fieldfield, and , and burn CDs burn CDs every three or four daysevery three or four days
(depending on how much (depending on how much transcriptionstranscriptions that you that you 
have done). have done). 

---- Back up audio files Back up audio files as soon as itas soon as it’’s transferred to s transferred to 
computercomputer, and post the backups every few weeks to , and post the backups every few weeks to 
your snail mail address.your snail mail address.

CaptureCapture--II
CaptureCapture: the encoding and transfer of an analogue : the encoding and transfer of an analogue 
recording (as on a cassette or reelrecording (as on a cassette or reel--toto--reel tape) or reel tape) or 
text written on paper to text written on paper to the digital domainthe digital domain as a as a 
computer file. computer file. 

When using digital capture software, it is important When using digital capture software, it is important 
to make sure you to make sure you use appropriate settingsuse appropriate settings. . 

It is advisable It is advisable to transfer fieldnotes from to transfer fieldnotes from 
notebooks to computer files, ideallynotebooks to computer files, ideally as soon as as soon as 
possible after recordingpossible after recording so you do not forget notes, so you do not forget notes, 
abbreviations, and comments. abbreviations, and comments. 
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CaptureCapture--IIII
As for As for recordingrecording, it is imperative , it is imperative to name your to name your 
computer files computer files consistentlyconsistently and and clearlyclearly, making , making 
sure that you should sure that you should notnot rely on directory structure rely on directory structure 
to disambiguate file names. to disambiguate file names. 
---- Different naming schemes can be used, but Different naming schemes can be used, but clarityclarity
and and transparencytransparency is the goal. is the goal. 

It is also essential It is also essential to record the relevant to record the relevant metadatametadata
for the data files you createfor the data files you create as you make themas you make them, , 
ideally ideally in a structured wayin a structured way such as a relational table such as a relational table 
using standard terminology.using standard terminology.
---- metadatametadata:  :  data about datadata about data, i.e. structured , i.e. structured 
information about events, recordings, and data files. information about events, recordings, and data files. 

Structure of the ProjectStructure of the Project
Work out a basic directory structure Work out a basic directory structure beforebefore you you 
leave for the fieldleave for the field.. That way, you will not be trying to That way, you will not be trying to 
organize parts and files the same time that you are collecting organize parts and files the same time that you are collecting 
your first data.  your first data.  

Consider Consider the directory or file structurethe directory or file structure that you will that you will 
useuse: where will you keep all the different files that you will be : where will you keep all the different files that you will be 
creating? creating? 
(a) (a) KKeep all files in eep all files in a a singlesingle directorydirectory..
(b) (b) A set of directoriesA set of directories is preferable:is preferable: havehave different different 
directories fordirectories for audio filesaudio files, , transcriptionstranscriptions, , budget formsbudget forms and and other other 
reportsreports, , secondary analysissecondary analysis such as articles, assignments, or such as articles, assignments, or 
your dissertation; your dissertation; lexicon fileslexicon files, or , or other categories of this typeother categories of this type
that you find useful. that you find useful. 

Ways of Organizing FieldnotesWays of Organizing Fieldnotes

The most useful system will depends on The most useful system will depends on how how 
you organize your field sessionsyou organize your field sessions.  .  
---- Use Use several notebooksseveral notebooks: one for : one for elicitationelicitation, , 
one for one for transcription of textstranscription of texts, and another for , and another for 
miscellaneous queriesmiscellaneous queries..
----UUse se a a single notebooksingle notebook for everythingfor everything. . 

Organization of the RecordingsOrganization of the Recordings
Record aRecord a summarysummary of what is on the track at the of what is on the track at the 
end of the day.end of the day.
Do Do an an audition sheetaudition sheet for your recordings at the for your recordings at the 
end of each day.end of each day.
Having some sort ofHaving some sort of numbering systemsnumbering systems::
---- NNumber each tape or recording through your umber each tape or recording through your 
careercareer (e.g. 1(e.g. 1--1,000). 1,000). 
---- Number by Number by collectioncollection: Each fieldtrip has a : Each fieldtrip has a 
number (1.1number (1.1--10, 2.110, 2.1--100) etc.100) etc.
---- Number sequentially byNumber sequentially by languagelanguage worked onworked on
(Tag1(Tag1--100, Ilk1100, Ilk1--100). 100). 
---- Use Use the date of recordingthe date of recording (20090307a, (20090307a, 
20090307b, 20090411).20090307b, 20090411).

Label the RecordingsLabel the Recordings

Whatever system you use, Whatever system you use, each recording each recording 
should be should be uniquely identifieduniquely identified..
----If you are using reusable media, such as If you are using reusable media, such as 
compact flash cards, each session (or compact flash cards, each session (or 
‘‘episodeepisode’’) might get its own number.  ) might get its own number.  
Whatever the system, stick to it and Whatever the system, stick to it and 
document it. document it. 

Other RecordingsOther Recordings
Decide how Decide how previous linguistsprevious linguists’’
recordingsrecordings, or, or radio recordingsradio recordings, or , or 
recordings made by speakers themselvesrecordings made by speakers themselves
will be incorporated into your cataloguing will be incorporated into your cataloguing 
system (or if they will be).system (or if they will be).
---- Will they get the Will they get the samesame numbering numbering 
system as your own recordings?system as your own recordings? If so, If so, 
how will you keep them separate? how will you keep them separate? 
---- If they are kept separate, will you be able If they are kept separate, will you be able 
to find things on them? to find things on them? 
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Software for Data ProcessingSoftware for Data Processing--II
ThreeThree most important aspects of fieldwork most important aspects of fieldwork 
software:software:
(a) (a) You must be able toYou must be able to get your data into the get your data into the 
program easilyprogram easily. . 
(b) You need to be able to (b) You need to be able to find things in your data find things in your data 
easilyeasily. . 
(c) (c) You need to be able to You need to be able to get data out of the get data out of the 
databasedatabase:  in producing reports for the language :  in producing reports for the language 
community, getting examples out of your database community, getting examples out of your database 
and into the text of your reference grammar, and and into the text of your reference grammar, and 
when converting between programs. when converting between programs. 

Software for Data ProcessingSoftware for Data Processing--IIII
Some software programs are easier to use than Some software programs are easier to use than 
others.  If you find mastering new programs difficult, others.  If you find mastering new programs difficult, 
use one that is on the easier enduse one that is on the easier end.  .  
---- There is no point in using a program with multiple There is no point in using a program with multiple 
capabilities if you know you woncapabilities if you know you won’’t be using any of t be using any of 
them. them. 

MinimizeMinimize the time you have to spend retyping or the time you have to spend retyping or 
reentering data between programs.reentering data between programs.
---- Ideally you should be able to transcribe your tapes Ideally you should be able to transcribe your tapes 
and then move data around, annotate it and include and then move data around, annotate it and include 
it in a final writeit in a final write--up without having to retype. up without having to retype. 

Tools for Linguistic Analysis and Tools for Linguistic Analysis and 
ProcessingProcessing--II

general purpose softwaregeneral purpose software:: the user must the user must 
design the data structures and can write design the data structures and can write 
application programs to manipulate the data application programs to manipulate the data 
and carry out various tasks. and carry out various tasks. 
---- MS WordMS Word and and ExcelExcel, and , and File Maker ProFile Maker Pro. . 
---- Such software is powerful and flexible; Such software is powerful and flexible; 
however, they store data in a however, they store data in a proprietaryproprietary
formatformat which is which is not optimalnot optimal for longfor long--term term 
storage and access.storage and access.

Tools for Linguistic Analysis and Tools for Linguistic Analysis and 
ProcessingProcessing--IIII

specific purpose softwarespecific purpose software:: is designed to be used is designed to be used 
for particular tasks. for particular tasks. 
---- TranscriberTranscriber and and EXMARaLDAEXMARaLDA ((EXEXtensibletensible
MARMARkupkup LLanguage for anguage for DDiscourse iscourse AAnnotation): for nnotation): for 
timetime--aligned audio annotationsaligned audio annotations
---- ShoeboxShoebox//ToolboxToolbox: for text and lexicon annotation: for text and lexicon annotation
---- PraatPraat: for speech analysis and annotation : for speech analysis and annotation 
---- ELANELAN: for audio and video annotation : for audio and video annotation 
---- IMDI BrowserIMDI Browser: for cataloguing and administration : for cataloguing and administration 
metadata metadata 

Ways to Organize DataWays to Organize Data--II
The simplest way to organize data isThe simplest way to organize data is to type to type 
everything in everything in a word processora word processor. . You could have You could have 
one file for your fieldnotes, another or your lexicon, one file for your fieldnotes, another or your lexicon, 
and a third for analysis.  and a third for analysis.  However, this approach However, this approach 
is is notnot recommended.recommended.

---- Formatting a dictionary completely by handFormatting a dictionary completely by hand, , 
as a Word document, with correct alphabetization, as a Word document, with correct alphabetization, 
formatting and so on, formatting and so on, would be very difficult to dowould be very difficult to do..

---- Even if you want to do something as simple as Even if you want to do something as simple as 
displaying all the nouns in the data, you will have to displaying all the nouns in the data, you will have to 
go through the examples by hand.  go through the examples by hand.  

Ways to Organize DataWays to Organize Data--IIII
A much better way A much better way to store your fieldnotes is in a to store your fieldnotes is in a 
databasedatabase..
---- There are programs which let you build a There are programs which let you build a 
dictionary and export the records in a consistent dictionary and export the records in a consistent 
format to another program. format to another program. 
---- Even in the Even in the ‘‘old daysold days’’ before computerized before computerized 
database software, database software, linguists used linguists used card filescard files to to 
organize their dataorganize their data before a dictionary typebefore a dictionary type--script script 
was produced. was produced. 
---- A A computer databasecomputer database allows you to do the same allows you to do the same 
thing as the card files. thing as the card files. 
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Fieldwork Database ProgramFieldwork Database Program
A very commonly used fieldwork database A very commonly used fieldwork database 
program isprogram is ShoeboxShoebox//ToolboxToolbox..
(The (The ToolboxToolbox program is downloadable from the program is downloadable from the 
following website: following website: www.sil.org/computing/toolboxwww.sil.org/computing/toolbox.).)
It allows for It allows for the creation of the creation of a structured dictionarya structured dictionary, , semisemi--
automatic automatic interlinearizationinterlinearization, , fieldnotefieldnote compilationcompilation, and , and 
other tools such asother tools such as corpus searchingcorpus searching andand wordlist wordlist 
buildingbuilding..

Shoebox/Toolbox text annotation Shoebox/Toolbox text annotation can be exported into can be exported into rich rich 
text format (RTF)text format (RTF) to be read by MS Wordto be read by MS Word in order to in order to 
produce presentation format produce presentation format PDF PDF documentsdocuments for printing for printing 
and distribution.  and distribution.  

InterlinearizingInterlinearizing

Providing interlinear glossing to texts adds a Providing interlinear glossing to texts adds a 
lot of value to your data. lot of value to your data. 
(a) (a) It makes them much easier for you and other It makes them much easier for you and other 
linguists to use. linguists to use. 
(b) It provides an implicit working out of your (b) It provides an implicit working out of your 
analysis of the language.analysis of the language.

Processing Field DataProcessing Field Data--II
You need to consider You need to consider what an what an ‘‘itemitem’’ isis: : Data could Data could 
be organized around be organized around ‘‘trackstracks’’ or or ‘‘episodesepisodes’’ within a within a 
recording.recording.
---- An An episodeepisode might be a single session or a story might be a single session or a story 
with the session.  with the session.  
---- Each episode would be an Each episode would be an itemitem in your collection. in your collection. 

Given related items the same file nameGiven related items the same file name makes makes 
associating data easier.associating data easier.
---- recordingrecording:  :  031509031509--0101 (first session on March 15, (first session on March 15, 
2009)2009)
---- audio fileaudio file: : 031509031509--0101..wavwav
---- transcriptiontranscription: : 031509031509--0101..eaf eaf (ELAN)(ELAN)
---- ToolboxToolbox: : 031509031509--0101

Processing Field DataProcessing Field Data--IIII
It is very useful to be able It is very useful to be able to to keep track of keep track of 
which pieces of raw data have been which pieces of raw data have been 
processedprocessed, particularly if you are , particularly if you are notnot working working 
on all sessions sequentially. on all sessions sequentially. 

ItIt’’s a good idea to be ables a good idea to be able to to keep track of keep track of 
analysesanalyses too.  too.  
---- Some people use a separate notebook to Some people use a separate notebook to 
jot down ideas and notes about problems that jot down ideas and notes about problems that 
need solving; others have a database, others need solving; others have a database, others 
note them in the fieldnotes themselves. note them in the fieldnotes themselves. 

ArchivingArchiving--II
Deposit Deposit your field recordingsyour field recordings, , original notesoriginal notes, , 
audition sheetsaudition sheets, and , and any secondary analysesany secondary analyses
(including conference papers)(including conference papers) in an archive. in an archive. 

Also archive Also archive anything which is vital to the projectanything which is vital to the project
which might which might notnot be easy to recover if itbe easy to recover if it’’s losts lost. . 
---- This would include any fonts which are vital to the This would include any fonts which are vital to the 
project. project. 

Archive Archive anything that you would anything that you would notnot want to losewant to lose, , 
and and anything that anything that cannotcannot be easily recreated be easily recreated 
from other materials.from other materials.

ArchivingArchiving--IIII
Find out in advance what Find out in advance what formatting requirementsformatting requirements
the archive has. the archive has. 

Make sure that computer files are archived in Make sure that computer files are archived in a a 
format that is recoverable laterformat that is recoverable later. . 

Do your best to ensure that your documents are Do your best to ensure that your documents are 
readable in the futurereadable in the future.. You should save a copy of You should save a copy of 
your files as your files as rtfrtf, , plain textplain text, or , or htmlhtml as well as as well as WordWord
or other word processing programs. or other word processing programs. 

Have Have a printout of important notesa printout of important notes on on acidacid--free free 
paperpaper thatthat’’s s stored stored somewhere safesomewhere safe. . 
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Data Formats in Different ContextsData Formats in Different Contexts

QuickTime, AVI, QuickTime, AVI, 
WMV WMV 

MPEG2, MPEG2, 
MPEG4 MPEG4 

MPEG2 MPEG2 videovideo
MP3, WMA, RA MP3, WMA, RA WAVWAV, BWF , BWF WAV WAV audioaudio

PDF, HTML PDF, HTML XML XML Word, XLS, Word, XLS, 
FMproFMpro, , 
Shoebox/ Shoebox/ 
ToolboxToolbox

texttext
presentationpresentationarchivingarchivingworkingworking

OnOn--line Resourcesline Resources
Leipzig Glossing RulesLeipzig Glossing Rules
http://http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/files/morpheme.htmlwww.eva.mpg.de/lingua/files/morpheme.html
Linguistics computing resources on the internetLinguistics computing resources on the internet
((http://http://www.sil.org/linguistics/computing.htmlwww.sil.org/linguistics/computing.html) ) 
Typological tools for field linguisticsTypological tools for field linguistics
((http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/toolshttp://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/tools--atat--lingboard/tools.phplingboard/tools.php))
PraatPraat: doing phonetics by computer: doing phonetics by computer
((http://fonsg3.hum.uva.nl/praat/http://fonsg3.hum.uva.nl/praat/) ) 
WordCorrWordCorr: A tool for comparative: A tool for comparative--historical linguistshistorical linguists
((http://http://www.wordcorr.orgwww.wordcorr.org//) ) 
OnOn--line journal: line journal: Language Documentation & Conservation Language Documentation & Conservation 
(LD&C)(LD&C) ((http://http://www.nflrc.hawaii.edu/ldcwww.nflrc.hawaii.edu/ldc//) ) 
The Hans The Hans RausingRausing Endangered Languages Projects Endangered Languages Projects 
((http://http://www.hrelp.org/languages/resources/orelwww.hrelp.org/languages/resources/orel//)  )  
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